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OBITUARY TO ROMA BURRELL-SMITH
I was saddened to learn recently of the passing of Roma, wife of our patron and life member,
Maurice Burrell-Smith.
She went through a long, and hard fought battle with cancer but finally succumbed on the 13 of
May this year. Her racing number was also 13. It makes you wonder doesn’t it? I recall asking
her about that number one day and her comment was “If I was superstitious I wouldn’t have that
number would I?” She was a small lady with great gusto and was never backward in coming
forward in giving you a good ticking off if she thought you deserved it!
Maurice passed me a copy of her eulogy read at her funeral and below are a few excerpts from
that, which sum up her life.
Roma started her working life as a telephonist in the Post Office where she and Maurice met.
She gave that up to become a very devoted mother to their daughters. During their childhood
years she was very strict especially in regard to the girls receiving lollies from strangers. The girls
remembered this and would run home and ask mum if it was okay to accept lollies from their
friend’s mother! Homework was always completed before play.
Roma was a great supporter of whatever the family was doing. She was a novice model
engineer, occasionally driving steam locos and selling train rides at Brayshaw Park. She had her
own model boat, enjoying limited success, and was an avid sideline sports fan. (Often to the
embarrassment of the girls). She was in hospital earlier this year on the day of her grandson’s
sports day at school but she still supported them with their house colour – red nails, red hair gel
and red balloons festooning her bed.
She was a keen knitter, and also a very tidy person but only had a 50% success rate passing that
trait onto the girls. Although she did have more success with Maurice! She loved the end result
of her gardening efforts, although her philosophy was “that’s a good place, I’ll plant it there – if it
grows it grows, if it doesn’t it doesn’t”.
Roma was also a good cook, as long as the evening paper didn’t have an interesting article to
read. The family are connoisseurs of burnt offerings! She will be remembered for her
commitment to complete whatever task she was asked to do. Her faith was an integral part of her
life and misplaced items were always found after a quick heavenward SOS.
She had a very keen wit and often Maurice would say “one day you will meet your match”. She
never did, although it was close while in hospital the last week of her happy life.
There is an old saying “Life is what you make it “. Roma did just that.
Maurice, our thoughts and prayers are with you.
Grahame Haines

The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others.
Mahatma Gandhi
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PRESIDENTS PAGE
This edition of Propshaft is being sent out to all members of the NZMPBA who have been
financial in the last 2 years. We hope that the changes in this magazine that you can see may
entice you to pay your subs if you haven’t already done so this year. If you are unsure of your
financial status please get in touch with Grahame Haines and he will let you know.
Earlier in the year the committee made a conscious decision to move into the information
technology era. We have set up a web site about the NZMPBA, which includes news and event
information. The address for this site is
www.homepages.paradise.net.nz.nzmpba/
The Propshaft is also available by email for those that want it. This format will enable you to
enjoy the included photos in colour. The format that I am going to use initially is a Microsoft Word
document. We have been working with Adobe Acrobat to create a PDF version. At this stage it
appears to increase the size of the file by quite a bit but does have the advantage of being very
robust in terms of staying exactly as it was created. Opting to receive the magazine by email
does not automatically mean that we won’t send you the printed version as well. We would like to
ensure that the email version is bullet proof and then ask members if they still wish to receive the
printed copy. If you would like to receive the Propshaft by email please send me a message at
a.g.clarkson@paradise.net.nz and I will add you to the database. I will be sending this copy to
those members for who I have an email address as a test.
That is all from me at the moment. I hope that the winter is being as kind to you as possible. Roll
on summer.
Greg

PROPSHAFT – CHANGES FOR THE GOOD!!
As you can see, the Propshaft has been reconstituted, reconfigured, and perhaps even reborn
and we look forward to any comments you would like to make on the new layout and look.
So why are we changing? A good question, and to provide an answer I would like to go back in
history a little bit.
When I first joined the NZMPBA, the Propshaft was a Gestetner produced publication, typed by
Tony Rutledge on an old style (mechanical) typewriter. I am sure that he won’t mind me saying
that he wasn’t the greatest typist around and it wasn’t unusual to see cross-outs and even the odd
handwritten correction. The content was still interesting and made good reading, that was what
counted. The only disappointment was that there were no photos.
We then had a massive shift to a word-processed document with pictures etc. This was all
photocopied and sent to the members in an A5 format. The quality improvement was enormous
but it didn’t take long before we started to get complaints about the content, presentation and
quality.
This has been a problem for the editors since the improvements started and nothing has changed
from then till now. Remember that this job is unpaid and it can take up a fair bit of time.
Gordon Homewood has, as recent editor of the Propshaft, added new features and layouts to the
magazine, and still the comments and criticisms have come forward. For many years the
committee has not had a lot of control over the content and presentation of Propshaft. Editors
have been left to their own devices with an NZMPBA imposed budget. I believe this lack of
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control by the committee has created scope for complaints about the final product, and
unfortunately on several occasions the debates have become personal, something we just don’t
need.
Recently more comments have been received about the quality of the photocopying of the
Propshaft. Its production and control have become major issues at several committee meetings
and we have had some hot debate over what we should be producing for our members. The
views are varied to say the least.
The final outcome of this entire debate is what you are now reading. Over the previous two
committee meetings we have looked at the control and quality issues. I have spent time with
Gordon and Greg preparing options such as laser printing, ink jet printing, photocopying and
combinations of all of these. We have worked on the electronic options as well, looking at email
and the production of a file that is suitable for email. This has involved Word and Acrobat
documents with lots of preparation and playing around, especially by Gordon.
The committee has looked at all of this work and decided on the following criteria for the
Propshaft magazine.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Propshaft is to focus on promoting our hobby and keeping our members informed.
The printed copy of the Propshaft will be produced on a laser printer to retain printed
quality.
The document will be A4 size to maintain simple formatting for the email copy.
The email copy will be prepared in colour as a Word or perhaps a PDF file.
The Propshaft will not have an editor; it will simply be compiled and produced.
A technical committee will view all technical articles before they are published.
All letters containing complaints or comments will be dealt with by the committee first and
then if they require general circulation for additional comment or otherwise, they will be
circulated in the Propshaft (refer to the complaints procedure elsewhere in this issue).

Unfortunately, with these changes to the requirements for producing the Propshaft, Gordon has
found it necessary to resign as Propshaft editor because he doesn’t have access to the resources
necessary to meet the committee’s goals. We looked at the option of getting the Propshaft
prepared by one person and then sent somewhere else for printing and then back for posting, etc.
The reality is that this process just makes more work for everyone involved and people have other
things to do besides the production of the Propshaft.
I want to acknowledge the hard work that Gordon has put into the production of the Propshaft
since he took on the task, and especially for the effort that he has put in over the last couple of
months as he has looked at ways to meet the committee’s goals. Thanks Gordon, we all know
that it is often a thankless task.
The committee has agreed to purchase a laser printer as soon as funds allow but at present we
have other projects that require our funds and we have economic ready access to a laser printer
at this time.
So team, that is the state of the play at present. It hasn’t been an easy few months but hopefully
the outcome is what everyone wants to see. Please remember, if you want to make a comment,
good or bad, put it in writing and send it through to the committee.
Perhaps some comments on the photo and print quality, font type and size, A4 vs. A5. I prefer A4
because I can punch the pages and put them in a folder, others may not see it this way.
The Propshaft is also available by email in colour if you prefer this option.
As a final comment, the content of the Propshaft is always an issue but we, the members, supply
the information to be included in each issue. As a committee, we will be making a bigger effort to
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get more contributions from a wider range of our membership. If you have a contribution to make,
please send it through, especially local club news as it is always good value.
Grant Binns
Propshaft Project Co-ordinator

John Nicholls’ Nicely presented new Scale Hydro seen at the Governors Cup
Regatta
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SCALE HYDROS GOVERNORS CUP
AT PALMERSTON NORTH
By Illegal Alien
With this regatta being the closest race site to the mainland it is always tempting to hop over the
ditch to test ‘Lite All-Star’ out against the rest. As well, there is B and C class hydro racing as well
as deep vee racing to give other non-scale racers some racing.
There was also a committee meeting scheduled for Saturday night at the Binns’ residence so I
organised some ferry tickets and a call to Tony Rutledge for a ride and all was set. It was pouring
with rain when the Lynx docked in Wellington on Friday night but as usual Tony was on time.
Stayed at Tony’s the night and the big surprise on entering the drive is Tony has a new letterbox.
(At last)!!!!
Early start Saturday Morning for Palmy and the weather looked promising. Binsey welcomed us
all to the sunny Manawatu (yeah right)! The truth would have to be watery sun!
B hydro practice up first and Scott Pickerings’ (Jenny Craig special) over weight jaguar was real
quick, and Steve Trotts’ scale ‘Executone’ was no slug either.
On to the heat racing. First heat 3 DNF’s. Scotty, T.R, and Jeff Weake finished in that order.
Heat 2. 1 DNS. Neil Plumpton busted a start belt. 3 DNF’s, with only John Belworthy and Steve
finishing, in that order.
Heat 3. 1 jumped start. The pitman was calling the wrong boat! All finished for the first time.
Heat 4. 2 DNF’s, 4 finishers with Scotty running away from everyone.
Heat 5. 1 DNS, 4 DNF’s, only 1 finisher.
Final heat. 1 jumped start, 1 DNF and 4 finishers. 1 lost throttle at the end but was able to run till
the fuel quit.
As can be seen, not one heat was perfect. Only one had all 6 finish but one still jumped the start.
It seemed obvious to me that more work is needed on the “to finish first, first you must finish”
theory.
The first heat of the offshore was next on ‘speed run’ type water. I ran the rescue boat and
created waves whenever I could. A good clean race with Jeff Weake only having to be rescued 4
times.
Sport 45 1 lap Sprints.
Wayne McNaught got out early on the flat water and pulled an 18.45 lap. All the other runs were
in rough water and could only manage times in the 19-20 sec bracket. Steve was the last to run
and would you know it the water flattened out somewhat and he put in a real smoker of a run at
17.42 sec.
Heats. Started with lumpy water that flattened out as the event went on. Steve’s’ boat was
quickest and also seemed to handle the rough water better than the rest. It should have been a
cakewalk for him, however Wayne flipped right in front of Steve in heat 4 and with no room to
maneuver Steve went over Wayne’s boat. Steve missed heat 5 and Wayne got lane 1 over Tony
and this proved to be the best heat of the day so far. By driving tight in lane one he managed to
keep Tony on his left hip for the entire race.
Final. 5 starters. Tony jumped the start and the rest only survived by millimetres, such was the
competition to get a good start. Then while trying hard to catch up from the front, Tony flipped on
the entrance to the front straight. Steve was a little off song but had the inside running and
managed to keep the rest at bay and take the win from Wayne and Jeff Weake.
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Heat 2 of the offshore was another smooth water affair and me in the rescue again. Jeff stopped
twice again, and also Daryl Christiansen and Neil Plumpton needed rescuing, both with broken
drive shafts. That being the days racing it was pack up time and off to Binseys garage for the
committee meeting and to empty the beer fridge at the same time. (There wasn’t much in there
though honest!)
Day 2. The weather forecast was not too crash hot with wind predicted. As the water was dead
flat first thing, the programme was changed by mutual agreement and the scales were run first.
1 lap sprints saw Tony set the fastest time and yours truly second on 18.16 sec – 1 second down
on Tony’s time. The other competitors all had reliability problems of various sorts.
Daryl Christiansen deserved the “tit of the day” award for missing out on a couple of heats with
water in his transmitter. HE EMPTIED THE WATER OUT OF HIS BOAT ALL OVER IT! In fact,
most seemed to have reliability problems, except Tony, of course. I was no exception either.
‘Lite’ refused to pull away from the bank in the heats and after the 4th try, pulled the plug and
found a foreign spec of metal on it that looked like chrome under a magnifying glass. Inspection
at home found the rear bearing going out and also a spun big end bush. Whew, I am real lucky I
did not keep trying or the damage may have been more terminal.
I got to see Binseys new Bud for the first time and it looks good on the water. John Nicholls also
turned up with a new boat, ‘Captran Resorts’ and also looks smart, on and off the water. He had
his engine mounts let go which caused a premature end to his days racing.
The final saw very rough water and Daryls ‘Bardahl’ succumbed to the wind down the back
straight. Tony got a hot start and was able to stave off the rest for a comfortable win.
C hydro. Tony was again very quick but had some DNF’s, which is rare for him. As always the
fault was discovered after all of the racing was over. It was as simple as a water overboard hose
off the pipe cooling jacket, filling up the engine compartment. Neil Plumpton finished all heats to
take the win.
The final event was the deep vee again and, like Saturday, was flat again so the rescue boat
created all the rough stuff again. We all packed up then headed off home.
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GOVERNORS CUP RESULTS
B Hydro Matrix
Points
Tony Rutledge
936.14
Jeff Weake
786.91
John Belworthy
668.00
Steve Trott
665.29
Neil Plumpton
641.64
Scott Pickering
505.58
Daryl Christensen
394.05
Grant Binns
177.09
John Nicholls
0.00

1
2
3
4
5
6

C Hydro Matrix
Neil Plumpton
Don Ward
Tony Rutledge
Jeff Weake
Geoff Stokes
Daryl Christiansen

Points
937.64
395.66
220.00
217.00
0.00
0.00

Boat
43
Penzoil
76
Executone
No Name
199
Full Tit

Hull Type
O/D Rigger
Sport 45
O/D Rigger
Sport 45
O/D Rigger
O/D Rigger
Sport 45
O/D Rigger
Sport 45

Engine
OS 46VRM
OS 46VRM
Nelson 45
CMB 45
OS 46VRM
CMB 45
OS 46VRM
Rossi 45
OPS 40

Propeller
O 1655
P 235
O 1752/3
PS 5017
O 1450
O 1460
O X447
PS 5017
O X445

Boat
Hull Type
89
O/D Rigger
Dirty
O/D Rigger
Kiwi 3
O/D Rigger
Thingy
O/D Rigger
Heat FM
Avenger
Something Nasty Not Sure

Engine
OS 81 VRM
OS 81 VRM
OS 65 VRM
OS 90 FSR
OPS 90
CMB 90

Propeller

Genesis
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1=
1=
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Open Offshore
Neil Plumpton
Tony Rutledge
Daryl Christiansen
Grant Binns
Wayne McNaught
John Belworthy
Michael Binns
Jeff Weake
Don Ward

Points
103
103
96
66
57
50
44
36
8

1
2
3

Best Presented Offshore
Jeff Weake
Wild Thing
Daryl Christiansen
Novalok
Wayne McNaught
Excalibur 2

1
2
3
4
5
6

Sport 45 Hydro 1 Lap's
Steve Trott
Wayne McNaught
Jeff Weake
Tony Rutledge
John Nicholls
Daryl Christiansen

Lap Time
17.42
18.45
18.80
19.82
24.24
DNF

1
2
3
4
5
6

Heat Racing
Tony Rutledge
Wayne McNaught
Steve Trott
Jeff Weake
Daryl Christiansen
John Nicholls

Points
2025.00
1750.00
1500.00
694.00
619.00
225.00

1
2
3
4
5
6

1/8th Scale 1 Lap's
Tony Rutledge
Grahame Haines
Steve Trott
John Nicholls
Daryl Christiansen
Grant Binns

Lap Time
16.04
18.16
19.02
23.41
24.74
36.03

1
2
3
4
5
6

Heat Racing
Tony Rutledge
Grant Binns
Steve Trott
John Nicholls
Daryl Christiansen
Grahame Haines

Points
2800
1350
825
338
30
0

1
2
3

Sport 45 Hi Points After Round 2
Tony Rutledge
5594
Jeff Weake
3819
Steve Trott
3538

Boat
89
Enduro 2
Novalok

Hull Type
Deep Vee
Cigarette

Blackley Contracting

Deep Vee
Deep Vee

Excalibur 2
Excalibur
Humes Pipes
Wild Thing

Boat
Executone
Fast Post
Penzoil
Viper
Genesis
Full Tit

Propeller

Deep Vee
Predator

Engine
OS 81 VRM
OS 61 FSR
OS 61 SF
Rossi 45
Zenoah G22
OS 61 FSR
Cheap 45
OS 61 FSR

Hull Type
Sport 45
Sport 45
Sport 45
Sport 45
Sport 45
Sport 45

Engine
CMB 45
OS 46 VRM
OS 46 VRM
OS 46 VRM
OPS 40
OS 46 VRM

Propeller

Elvis Deep Vee

Elvis Deep Vee

Governors Cup Final
1
Steve Trott
2
Jeff Weake
3
Wayne McNaught

Boat
The Tide
Lite All Star
Oh Boy Oberto
Captran Resorts
Bardahl
Budweiser

Hull Type
1/8th Scale
1/8th Scale
1/8th Scale
1/8th Scale
1/8th Scale
1/8th Scale

Engine
OS 65 VRM
OS 65 VRM
OPS 67
OS 65 VRM
OS 65 VRM
OPS 67

Propeller

PS 5517

Governors Cup Final
1
Tony Rutledge
2
Daryl Christiansen

1/8th Scale Hi Points After Round 2
Tony Rutledge
7200
Daryl Christiansen 2827
Grant Binns
2820
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4
5
6
7
8
9

Wayne McNaught
Daryl Christiansen
John Nicholls

3232
619
352

Mathew Lee
Chris Breen
John Nicholls
Grahame Haines
Geoff Stokes
John Nicholls

1925
1669
507
30
0
0

INTERNATIONAL SPEED
From the Secretary
This class is to be introduced at the next AGM for those members of the Association who wish to
transgress on to greater speeds on the 100m course with a minimum of restrictions. Those
restrictions will be hull type and engine class only.
The current noise restriction will be removed for this class in the interest of safety for testing and
the increasing difficulty to be able to control prop generated noise. The latter has become
increasingly evident with high-speed surface applications on hydros, tunnels, monos, and deep
vees.
The onus will be on the host clubs intending to host 100m speed events to stipulate whether their
venue has a restricted noise level, and that should be stipulated on their entry forms or in
advertising.
It will become the competitor’s responsibility to abide by the host clubs rules regarding noise. At
an unrestricted meeting it will be the competitor’s responsibility to clearly stipulate prior to his/her
run, whether they are competing for a noise-restricted record, or an International record.
For restricted noise records, a noise pass will be mandatory to verify that their boat complies with
the current noise level restrictions in force at that time.
The lowest record for International speed in each class shall begin at the existing restricted
records posted as at 01 January 2002.
Please send any comments to me for discussion at committee meetings, between now and 01
January 2002.
Scott Pickering’s
B Hydro (a good
contender for
international
speed) at the
end of the back
straight playing
submarine – nice
digger!
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MINUTES OF NZMPBA COMMITTEE MEETING
AT PALMERSTON NORTH 26 MAY 2001
PRESENT: - G Clarkson, W McNaught, G Binns, J Belworthy, S Trott, T Rutledge, and G Haines.
MINUTES: - of the last meeting were read out by G Haines.
CENTRALISED NATIONALS VENUE: - GC. It has been tossed around that we have a
permanent centralised Nationals venue and it would be Palmerston North at this stage.
WMcN. The only negative thing that I can see is that it is the same people setting it up all the
time, which is tough on the host club. Running the event is only about 20% of the event.
GC. It can still be held at other venues if clubs wish to apply to host the Nats.
WMcN. We would need to have a written and signed commitment 12 months out from any club
wishing to host the nationals.
HONORARY AUDITOR: - GB. He will need a benchmark to start from.
GH. I have receipts etc from 1998-2000 here with me. 1998 was my first year as Secretary.
FREQUENCY I D: - Other codes have ID tags on their aerials. Do we need that?
Or, is the peg on the pegboard replacing with a named peg still working.
Consensus? Go with the pegboard as we are doing now.
GB. We do have people entering on frequencies that they swear they are on but find they are
different when checked, often as they have had to change from their regular one somewhere else
and forgotten that they have.
Moral. We should be checking the correct frequency as part of the scrutineering process.
WMcN is making a new pegboard and it will be ready for the mid-winters.
UPDATING OF THE RULEBOOK: - GC. C1 & C2 are separate classes. Also Tunnels now run
as their own class.
Other problem is that 40meg is only at the Nationals.
The constitution says we can change rules only. As a committee so we can change it now if we
wish
GC to WMcN. Can you get Peter Collier to e-mail Barry Lennox to update all the new frequencies
for the rulebook and present them?
FINANCIAL: - GH read the balance as at the meeting.
WMcN on memberships. We should send an account out to all of the unfinancial members.
GC I will do that.
GENERAL BUSINESS: PRESIDENTS CUP POINTS: - John Belworthy volunteered to collate the points.
We need to list in Propshaft what members need to do to gain points for the cup.
We also need to set parameters for what events the NZMPBA sanction.
The general consensus was that every event you can get a place card for should be able to
collect Presidents Cup points.
T STEENHART MEMBERSHIP: - This was discussed at length with arguments for and against
his rejoining the Association. Acting on one written letter against his rejoining and many verbal
objections from other members at large it was voted unanimously not to approve his application.
The Secretary/Treasurer is to write a letter outlining the result of his application.
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COMPLAINT HANDLING PROCEDURES: - Consensus. This should not be done in a public
forum like the ListBot.
GC. Any “torpedoes” should go straight to committee.
Also any committee member who receives a complaint should bring it to the committee and not
deal with it solely on his own.
ST. I agree but some issues may need to be sorted before the next committee meeting.
GC. With today’s e-mail systems committee members can discuss these issues and deal with
them if need be conferring as well with those on committee without e-mail.
If anyone has a complaint of any sort they should put it in writing and forward it to the Secretary,
and he will enter it on to the agenda of the next available committee meeting, or, action
discussion with the other committee members should it need to be sorted before the next
scheduled committee meeting.
JB. We need a complaint procedure printed in Propshaft and a copy should go in the appendix of
the member’s handbook.
COMMITTEE’S MANAGEMENT OF ARTICLES AND OWNERSHIP OF PROPSHAFT: GC on items: 1. The input must reflect well on the Association. E.g. if the Propshaft editor is not sure on
something then he should forward it to committee for approval.
2. The technical correctness of the information. We need a peer review system in place. Peter
Collier agrees to be on the review committee to vet that information. John Belworthy and Tony
Rutledge also agree to be part of that. I.e. We have a motor-man, a hull-man, and a race-man.
QUALITY OF PRESENTATION OF PROPSHAFT: - WMcN. We have asked to cut costs and
improve quality of Propshaft.
ST. This magazine has caused us much grief for a while now and it is high time we took hold of
the thing and sorted it out.
We need to set budgets for the Association and work out how much of that sub is to be dedicated
to Propshaft.
We have catered for the Secretary with a computer and a phone/fax but done nothing for the
Propshaft editor.
I have done some homework with the printer of my business stuff on costs and can produce a
laser quality for 65c a copy.
We have to set the standard for Propshaft and instruct the editor to do it.
J Weake. The editor has not been getting input to print.
GC. If we want top quality I can print it in A4 but not A5.
GB. We have to decide what we want, cost it, and see if we can do it.
We also need to make our editor happy and do what we can to help him produce what we want.
GC. I think what Gordon is waiting for, is what we want and the parameters he has to work to. I
can print the magazine for the cost of the paper and toner.
GC. For the next Propshaft we need to keep it simple. With a cover page, A4, with photos and
content that is e-mailable to those who want it. It also has to be printed for those who prefer to
receive the mag in printed form.
There being no further business the meeting closed at 7.53pm.

Many ideas grow better when transplanted into another mind
than the one where they sprang up.
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GRH HOBBIES – 2001 NZMPBA NATIONALS
20–22 OCTOBER 2001
By Grant Binns
Well the Nats are not too far away. I hope you have been planning for them and are ready to give
them your support. As we only have three days at Labour Weekend, things are going to be tight
so every little bit of help you can give us will be much appreciated, especially getting your entries
in early.
There are a number of things that you need to be aware of:
1. The entry form asks if you are available on Friday 19th, am or pm. This has been done
because if we have people available I will run events on this day. My goal is to run as many
events as possible over the weekend.
2. If we only have 3 days to run the event, we will be starting early on Saturday morning and we
will probably finish quite late on Monday. Please consider this when planning travel and
accommodation.
3. As we have done in the past, we will run two or more events con-currently as entries permit.
4. Entries will close early to allow time to plan the events and notify the competitors. Because of
the limited time available, it is unlikely that we will be able to hold all events.
5. The fine, warm, sunny Manawatu. Well, perhaps and perhaps not. The Labour Weekend
weather could be anything so be prepared.
6. Labour Weekend can be very busy, so if you are going to compete you should book your
accommodation soon.
Entry forms are included in this Propshaft so please complete them early and send them back so
we get the opportunity to do the best we can for the event. The ability to accept late entries will
be very limited to say the least.
At this stage we are planning to hold the Paddle Boat racing on Sunday night and we will take
that opportunity to present some of the trophies that have been won at that stage.
If you have any questions or comments, please don’t hesitate to contact me.
Home Phone: 06 3551 625
E-mail: binns@blackley.co.nz

BRIGHT IDEA

From Peter Collier a few years ago…
For those who sit their radio box directly on the floor of their boat and find that it doesn’t sit
squarely. Rub a generous smear of Vaseline onto the bottom and partly up the sides of the radio
box to act as a release agent. Squeeze a bead of Silicone RTV onto the floor of the boat
(cleaned and degreased) and sit the radio box on it. Gently push the box down but not so hard as
to squeeze all of the RTV out. Let it cure and you have a nice soft mount.
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NATIONAL HANDICAP RACING SERIES
By Grant Binns
By the time this is published, the southern region will have completed the final round and our
regional winner will be known, and the northern region won’t be far behind. However I thought I
would take this opportunity to comment on the series as it draws to a close.
From all accounts, the competitors are enjoying this format of racing because on the day, the
slowest boat can beat the fastest boat. As the newcomers will have discovered finishing is the
most important goal.
As with previous years, Wayne and I have reviewed the results of each round and for the first
time, we have not come up with any changes to the computer software. It seems to be fair.
The results to date make for some interesting reading and prior to the last round you can start to
work out what may happen. The biggest factor is that only the best three rounds count, so those
on the top at present could complete 5 rounds at the final regatta and still not add to their total
points tally, or perhaps only add 200 or 300 points at best.
Neil Plumpton, Tony Rutledge and Mark Graham are in the top three places at present, but they
have limited scope to add to their points tally. Elvis McNaught and Daryl Christensen however
could add more than 1500 and 1000 points respectively, so this would put them right in the hunt
for the trophy.
It will be up to the rest of us to keep them honest.
The northern zone has had good support for the first year, which is pleasing to see, and from the
results so far, it appears that several of the competitors have sorted out what this racing is all
about.
Malcolm Miller, Nigel Bunn and Chris Breen are leading the charge, but Greg Clarkson has the
potential to score good points on the day and Nigel and Chris both have scope to add significant
points as well.
The overall contest is very close with any of the above people in a position to take out the title,
which is really good to see.
SOME OTHER POINTS
• You do not have to run the same boat throughout the series. You can run a different boat
at each regatta if you wish.
• Once you start with a boat on the day, you must use that same boat in all of the heats for
that day or record a DNF.
• To get good results you need to have a good pitman as well.
• The maximum points available on the day are 1700.
As you can see Daryl’s 1679.1 is an excellent result. This was achieved with his deep vee and
heat results as follows:
7.74 sec down
1.05 sec down
0.33 sec down

1st
1st
1st

1.02 sec down
0.76 sec down

2nd
1st

It is possible to get it right.
I hope the northern team are enjoying the racing as much as we do and hopefully we will see
even better support next year.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Handicap Racing Series Results
Name
Round 1 Round 2
Daryl Christensen
621.34 1485.24
Nigel Bunn
986.1
1596.63
Neil Plumpton
1531.67 1489.14
Tony Rutledge
1596.26 1316.12
Malcolm Miller
1408.95 1501.66
Mark Graham
1646.19 1129.01
Jeff Weake
1140.6
550.37
Elvis McNaught
0
1523.08
Don Ward
1218.32 1216.02
Chris Breen
1236.61 1191.6
Peter Collier
1305.44 1224.41
Tony Belle
0
1424.53
Grant Binns
1253.33
762.3
John Belworthy
303.31 1424.09
Greg Clarkson
1393.07 1621.91
Graham Merry
1445.47 1357.37
Jason Lester
1439.92
0
Wayne Lester
1437.89
0
Birmy Korving
0
0
Peter Wright
0
576.77
Graeme dePina
724.64
0
Adrian Millanessi
0
1230.5
Michael Binns
1451.32
0
Graham Doggett
0
0
Dallas Gibson
0
0
Michael Hall
0
Stanley Shrimpton
0
0
Peter Hall
0
Phil Attenborough
0
0
Brian Nesbitt
0
0

Round 3 Round 4
1679.1 1581.93
1375.13 1564.4
1313.09
1473
1288.84 1462.15
1316.79
0
1223.15 897.74
1123.11
1404
1518.15
608.5
0
1171.67
620.95
1172.4
1015.21
0
883.7
1117
1245.31 837.15
0
1559.07
0
0
0
0
0
1038
0
960.4
1118.42 1184.8
0
1548
0
834
250
0
0
0
0
1353
972.79
0
843.64
792.16
0
484.73
0
401.4
348
0

Zone
Southern
Northern
Southern
Southern
Northern
Southern
Northern
Southern
Southern
Northern
Southern
Northern
Southern
Southern
Northern
Southern
Northern
Northern
Northern
Northern
Northern
Northern
Southern
Northern
Northern
Southern
Northern
Southern
Northern
Northern

Total
4746.27
4536.16
4493.81
4374.53
4227.4
3998.35
3667.71
3649.73
3606.01
3600.61
3545.06
3425.23
3335.79
3286.47
3014.98
2802.84
2477.92
2398.29
2303.22
2124.77
1558.64
1480.5
1451.32
1353
972.79
843.64
792.16
484.73
401.4
348

Graeme
dePina’s
Wild Thing
living up to
it’s name at
the
3rd round
of the
Northern
Regional
Quad
Series
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QUEENS BIRTHDAY WEEKEND REGATTA 2001
By Non-Boater
The Weather was fine and frosty as usual for this annual regatta that features speed trials on the
Wairau diversion as well as some racing.
This year was the 10th running of the Radio Marlborough Challenge Trophy and 6 boaters – 5
from the South and 1 from the North Island competed.
We have the only certified speed course in the South Island that is still being used and every time
we have held speed trials we have managed to break a NZMPBA record. Leading up to the
weekend I began wondering if this would be the first time we would fail to claim a record but the
tradition was continued well and truly with 4 records.
The first part of the R.M. Challenge is percentage speed, where the competitor does a speed run
and his speed is converted to a percentage of the existing class record and multiplied by a factor
of 10. For example, if the record was 100kph and you ran 91kph you would score 910 points.
This always encourages boaters to gear up to go fast.
On Saturday the traditional land breeze was present from daylight and it started to calm down
about 10am. The deep-vee and tunnel boys started tuning up while the chop was still present.
Bill McDonald broke the ice with his C1 deep-vee and did 60.6 and 60.7kph. 6kph off the record.
Murray Smithson had a B outboard tunnel going quick so had a blast. 2 runs exactly the same –
70.623kph each and the first record by 8kph. Ross Homewood already held the A outboard
tunnel record at 65kph but wanted to give it a bunt so ran through at 67.321kph. He then put on a
bigger prop and “Kermit” was running even quicker but the breeze had come up from the sea so
he decided to wait until Sunday to go for the 70k patch.
The water now suited Bill again, and, with a bigger prop on did 2 runs with the deep-vee at 71.677
and 71.287kph, and a new record as well. Joe Fraser, Rob Irvin, and Brendon Kirk all did runs to
qualify for the challenge. The water got too rough to boat fast by 2pm, so we all packed up and
headed home for some R&R and await tomorrow and Tony Rutledge from Wellington.
SUNDAY
Good frost again. I picked up Tony from his sister’s place on the way to the Diversion. The water
was the same as yesterday with the land breeze. Brendon was out early testing as he was only
2kph off Al Lundbergs’ C2 Tunnel record of 88.560kph. He needed chop, so out for 2 runs and
did 87.27 then 88.127, and oh so close to the record! The water was starting to go flat so Tony
propped up with his coursing prop and ran 116.883 in racing trim!
Finally about 11.30 the water went glass smooth so on with the 1967 and Tony was off for a
couple of runs. The first run was a real smoker! Yep 125.436kph and Peter Collier’s record of
125.00 set in 1983 had finally been toppled. The second run of 122.449 backed up the record.
Tony elected not to do any more runs as he still had racing to do and did not want to risk hurting
his boat.
As the water was still perfect Ross went for a go at the 70k barrier and he only needed 2 runs up
and back, 70.41 and 70.107 respectively. With 4 records in the bag there was an urgency to get
on with the racing while the water was good so we kicked off with the anticlockwise matrix.
Tony’s hydro lived up to its speed run expectations and won 4 out of 4. The minors however
were more evenly contested, with Murray taking 2nd and Brendon 3rd.
The oval race was as per the previous except 2nd went to Brendon and 3rd went to Bill. The final
event was the 10 lap free for all and by now the water was getting very rough. We had 2 finishers.
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Tony and Bill, in that order. The gear was packed up and back to the house of Nitro for
refreshments and prize giving.

RESULTS
RECORDS
Name
Bill McDonald

Class
Speed
Hull
C1 Deep Vee 71.677 kph Predator

Engine
OS 60 FSR

Murray Smithson B O/B Tunnel 70.623 kph Prather Lap Cat K&B 45 O/B
Ross Homewood A O/B Tunnel 70.41 kph
Tony Rutledge

C2 Hydro

Dumas Hotshot

125.436 kph O/D Rigger

Prop
PS 1750
O X450/3

Thunder Tiger 3.5 P 215
OS 81 VRM

O 1967

Part 4
1000
750
-

Total
3618.55
2788.94
2089.32
1904.71
1251.31
725.9

Fuel
4:1
methanol/oil
6:1 30%
nitro
4:1 15%
nitro
4:1
methanol/oil

RADIO MARLBOROUGH CHALLENGE
Name
Tony Rutledge
Bill McDonald
Brendon Kirk
Murray Smithson
Rob Irvin
Joe Fraser

Part 1
1000.32
1079.15
995.111
907 882
833.033
725.903

Part 2
686.97
461.11
476.74
549.81
283.27
-

Part 3
931.26
498.68
617.47
447.02
135.01
-

Placing
st
1
nd
2
rd
3
th
4
th
5
th
6

COMPLAINTS PROCEDURES
As a committee, we want to hear feedback from our members about how we are performing.
Comments and criticisms are often the only way we can judge whether we are on the right path
towards achieving our goals of “Promoting Model Boating in NZ”.
What we don’t want, however, is for members to be complaining to others about happenings
within the association in such a way that their issues cannot be readily resolved
To enable your committee to more effectively respond to complaints received, we have set up the
following procedures.
If a member of the NZMPBA has a grievance, they must put it in writing and send it to the
secretary (address at front of magazine). The secretary will reply with confirmation of receipt of
the complaint.
The secretary shall then decide how the complaint is to be handled and forward it on to the
relevant committee members.
If the complaint is of a non-urgent nature, it can be addressed at the next committee meeting. If,
however, the nature of the complaint requires immediate attention the secretary shall distribute it
to the committee members in the fastest possible manner.
The members complaint can then be given due consideration and a reply sent.
We hope that this system will enable us to adequately respond to members’ issues so that we
don’t end up with an association of unhappy people who do not feel that they are being listened
to.
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MID WINTER ENDURANCE NAPIER 2001
By Honorary North Islander
As usual, my annual pilgrimage to this event began Friday morning with a journey across the strait
to Wellington. This year saw the Lynx replacing the usual mid morning ferry sailing so the journey
was faster and a bit rock and rolly, which saw a few green looking travelers hanging round outside
in the fresh air clutching paper bags.
Tony met me again at the terminal, then to his place to await a call from John Belworthy, who was
transporting me to Hastings. John rang about 4pm and we headed to his place, chucked my kit in
his car and headed off to the Roses in Havelock North to rest my weary bones. It was raining when
we got there about 8.15pm. This was a concern as the forecast for the weekend was not too crash
hot and we were hoping the forecast would be wrong. The Roses confirmed our worst fears when
they said it had been like that all week.

The ground at the pond in Napier the next morning confirmed Ken’s word, as it was very wet under
foot and quite slippery near the edges. This year saw 16 competitors turn up with 31 boats, and the
entries allowed us to only have to run one heat of each class. This also meant that if we kept at it
we could get all of the class racing done on Saturday leaving Sunday for the 2 hour teams race
only.
After the introductions and drivers briefing we got into A endurance. I ran this one as Peter Hall
was pitting for his 11-year old son, Michael. 7 competitors this year and the biggest field in A class
since the regattas inception. The race got underway and it became evident pretty quickly that the
experienced boaters were getting a bit pushy with the 2 novices entered. A little tap of Nitro on
their respective shoulders to go easy on the novices and they all settled down.
At the first ¼ John Belworthy had done 49 laps, Warren Belk 43, Neil Plumpton 31, Michael Hall 21,
Michael Binns and Wayne McNaught 15 each, and Nigel Bunn 10. A quick calculation on Johns’
total revealed that Neil’s 181-lap record would be under threat if John had a clean run. The driving
standards in this race were nothing short of superb, especially the novices. John refueled at 15
minutes and by the ½ hour had amassed 92 laps and another fuel stop.
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It was about now we realised that the record was under threat, and all the competitors started to
help John by keeping out of his way whenever he caught up to them. Warren was also clocking
laps on a regular basis and had 80 at halfway and Neil was 10 laps adrift of Warren.
The ¾ hour saw John on 139, Warren 122 and Neil 108. The final count was John 186.4, Warren
171, Neil 148, and Michael Hall fourth, with a creditable 92.5 laps with his 3.5 O/B deep-vee. At
this stage we did not know whether John had broken the record, as Neil could not remember his
total and I had left my rulebook in Blenheim with the records list in it. It was not until we called into
Peters after racing had finished and checked the record book that we could confirm that John had
raised the record by 5.4 laps.
The next event was B endurance. I volunteered a stint in the rescue boat as I was kitted out with
wet weather gear and just as well, as the heavens opened up and we got a good shower of rain.
The good thing about rain is that the water goes flat calm. It was an event where everyone had at
least one off. Warren Belk again showed his usual consistency and took out the race with131 laps.
John was second on 115, and Neil third, 1 lap behind John.
C1 was scheduled next but it was decided to shift this event to the end of the day to give Tony
Rutledge time to travel up from Wellington after work and make the event.
We ran C2 next. Followed by Petrol. We did this because Jeff Weake had to fit his C1 motor into
the same hull as his C2 and it would give him an hour to do the conversion whilst petrol endurance
was run. In C2, I did a second stint in the rescue boat. Everyone was having tuning problems and
Wayne McNaught must have wished he had never entered as everything he tried to race turned to
custard. The dreaded radio problems in A, and a blown motor in C2. Greg Clarkson deserved the
“tit of the day” award for this event. He was having real bad tuning problems and only had old plugs
to run, as he could not find the new plugs he had bought earlier. He did, however, find them after
the race. In his back pocket where they were for the entire day! Daryl Christiansen took this out on
169 laps. Greg notched up 131, and Neil came third,1 lap down again.
Petrol next, and only 3 competitors. Daryl Christiansen’s super quick mono was not its usual
speedy self this weekend and had withdrawn at the ¾ mark with the pull start out of action.
Graeme DePina also had mega problems keeping his boat going but Nigel Bunn had a better run
with his huge deep-vee. It was not an easy boat to drive round the endurance course and is an
ideal boat for the big rough open offshore races. Daryl had 113 laps up when he quit and even
though Nigel was the only boat on the water for the last ¼ he could not catch Daryl’s tally.
Tony had arrived by this stage so we got into the final event – C1, the largest class with 8 boats. I
pitted for Tony. The first 10 minutes were really fast and even our trusty lap counter Carolyn was
hollering out for them to spread out as she was having difficulty keeping up! Shortly after this there
were a couple of flips and things started to level out. Tony was relieved, as he did not think he
could have kept up with that pace for an hour. He led by 5 laps at the first ¼ from Jeff Weake, and
extended that to 9 laps by ½ time. He was still 9 laps ahead at the ¾ mark on 139. Shortly after
this Jeff came in to oil a squeaky shaft. After another 2 laps up on Jeff, Tony relaxed a little too
much and hit number 1 buoy and flipped just as Jeff hit the water again. Neil got the boat to shore
fairly quickly, and we got going again fairly quickly, and off in pursuit of Jeff. He knew he was now
in with a chance and drove very tight. Tony chose not to do anything to silly and just followed. It
was just as well as we ended up on 174 laps, 2 ahead of Jeff. Warren Belk got the third place with
160 laps.
With the days racing over we packed up and headed home to warm up.
SUNDAY. The rain was still with us and steadier than yesterday. The 2-hour team’s race was all
that was left and 5 teams had entered. The Waikato Fog Busters, the Bay Boys, the Who-A’s, Over
the Hills, and the Odds and Ends. Ken Rose and I did the rescues, with Graeme Rose replacing
me for the second hour. This is always an amazing race to follow, as often there is no clear leader
till the last ¼ of the race. The Odds and Ends (John Belworthy, Tony and Daryl) led every ¼ this
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year and amassed 361 laps in 2 hours. Over the Hill (Warren Belk, Greg Clarkson and Steve Trott)
ran second all the way through. The Bay Boys (Neil Plumpton, Lex Miller and Michael Hall) were
last at the first ¼ but through some very consistent driving, especially from Michael and his wee
deep vee, saw this team claw their way up to third, only 1 lap behind Over the Hill.
The BBQ was fired up while Peter did the results then prize giving was held. A big vote of thanks
was made on behalf of the Roses for their help, as they are now fliers but had to help us boaters,
as it was too wet for them to go flying anyway! As always Carolyn’s efforts in the lap counting area
are always appreciated, and I guess she must enjoy doing that, as she seems to volunteer herself
every year. In closing, all I can say is roll on next year, as I can’t wait to go back there.

The weather was tooooo wet for photo taking this year. Here is a photo of Peter Hall’s
B Outboard Tunnel from last years Mid Winters.

The results are as follows.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

A ENDURANCE
John Belworthy
Warren Belk
Neil Plumpton
Michael Hall
Michael Binns
Wayne McNaught
Nigel Bunn
Grant Binns

Laps
186.4
171
148
92.5
92
50
20
43

1
2
3
4

B ENDURANCE
Warren Belk
John Belworthy
Neil Plumpton
Lex Miller

Laps
161
140
139
116

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

C1 ENDURANCE
Tony Rutledge
Jeff Weake
Warren Belk
Daryl Christiansen
Steve Trott
Don Ward
Greg Clarkson

Laps
174
172
160
136
125
85
53

1
2
3
4

C2 ENDURANCE
Daryl Christiansen
Greg Clarkson
Neil Plumpton
Lex Miller

Laps
169
131
130
110

20

5
6
7

Grant Binns
Michael Binns
Daryl Christiansen

90
88
52

1
2
3

PETROL ENDURANCE
Daryl Christiansen
Nigel Bunn
Graeme DePina

Laps
113
96
37

The Teams Were As Follows
ODDS N ENDS
Tony Rutledge
Daryl Christiansen
John Belworthy

OVER THE HILL
Warren Belk
Greg Clarkson
Steve Trott

1
2
3
4
5

5
6
7

Jeff Weake
Don Ward
Wayne McNaught

WHO-A’S
Grant Binns
Michael Binns
Don Ward
Wayne McNaught

WAIKATO FOG BUSTERS
Jeff Weake
Graeme DePina
Nigel Bunn

TEAMS RACE RESULTS
Odds ‘n’ Ends
Over the Hill
Bay Boys
Who-A’s
Waikato fog Busters

Laps
361
316
263
254
243

93
23
11

BAY BOYS
Neil Plumpton
Lex Miller
Michael Hall

PERFORMANCE & RELIABILITY
By Tony Rutledge
We all like a fast & reliable boat but how often do you see a boat at a regatta that is a real
screamer when on song, but spends most of its time either off-tune or stopped on the water?
At a regatta in a racing situation you need to have a motor that is easy to tune, comes on pipe
easily, and throttles perfectly. This may mean sacrificing some top end performance with more
conservative exhaust timings and longer pipes, but you will have less frustration, more
consistency, and greater enjoyment.
Speed is a function of power/weight ratio, hull efficiency (drag), and propeller efficiency and not
just sheer horsepower. My philosophy is to first of all get the most out of the hull and propeller
before attempting to wring any more horsepower out of the engine. This is a cost effective way of
going fast because engines last longer, you won’t use any nitro, and plugs last much longer.
One of the most user-friendly engines available to us is the OS VRM series. They can be run
stock standard straight out of the box with standard Prather or Mac pipes on straight fuel (no
nitro). The exhaust timings and compression ratios are suitable for straight fuel with no
adjustments required. I use 4 parts Mobil methanol to 1 part Mobiloil R and the McCoy #9 plug in
all my OS engines (46, 65 & 81 VRM).
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With the 46 VRM I use a Prather 45 or 65 pipe. The 65 has a 65 or 81 pipe, while the 81 VRM
does the business with a Mac 81 pipe.
My 65 VRM has served me well for 7 years and still has the original piston and liner despite a
couple of whoopsies with bearing cages disintegrating.
My 46 VRM has had 5 hard years of racing in Viper before splitting a crankcase and shearing a
crankpin due to too much underwater travel. The original piston and liner are still perfect after
more than 30 regattas plus testing. My 81 VRM is only a year old but I am confident of years of
good service.

PRESIDENTS CUP POINTS FOR THE YEAR
By John Belworthy
This period runs from after the 2000 Nationals to, and including, the 2001 Nationals. The actual
time accumulating this period will be up to Easter this year (when the Nationals should have been
held). Any points gained at the Nationals this year, at Labour weekend, will still be used.
Points are apportioned as laid out in the rulebook from events as published in the Propshaft.
Points assigned at present are as follows:
Tony Rutledge
Darryl Christiansen
Steve Trott
Neil Plumpton
Jeff Weake
John Nicholls
Grant Binns
J Fraser
B McDonald
Warren Belk
Greg Clarkson
Don Ward
Michael Binns

720
260
170
170
150
150
140
100
100
70
60
60
60

John Belworthy
Peter Collier
Graeme Merry
Mark Graham
Graeme Rose
David Street
Graham DePina
Wayne McNaught
Chris Breen
Birmy Korving
Julian Tordoff
Geoff Stokes

50
30
30
30
20
20
20
20
10
10
10
10

As you can see from the points above, Tony is miles out in front. This becomes obvious from
writing up these points as Tony attends a lot of meetings and wins or places very high on a
regular basis. There are a lot of events for scale hydro’s, versus mono and deep-vee events
throughout the year.
If you are interested in this trophy, then attend a lot of events and place very well.
Happy boating.

If you think you know all the answers you haven’t asked all the questions.
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MINUTES OF NZMPBA COMMITTEE MEETING
AT PALM CITY MOTEL, NAPIER 07 JULY 2001
PRESENT: - G Haines, P Hall, S Trott, T Rutledge, J Weake, J Belworthy, G Clarkson, and G
Binns.
GC.

The purpose of this meeting is to:
1: - Decide what we are going to do with Propshaft.
2: - See where we are at with the web page.

PROPSHAFT: GB. We have tried laser printing the original and this is the way to go for quality.
We have also tried photocopying the laser-copied originals and we started to lose the quality of
the original straight away although it was still readable OK.
GC.
PH.

I can laser print cheaper than I can photocopy and can do the whole Propshaft.
For e-mailing in the PDF format you need a computer with grunt.

GC.

Anna is prepared to edit the Propshaft if need be.
I can PDF at work and also laser print if the need arises.
If Gordon wants to keep going the committee’s way that is fine too.
If he chooses not to then we can do Propshaft.
ST.
I believe Gordon is not interested in the electronics. We are at a point where we have two
issues.
1.
We need to get a better quality.
2.
The e-mail is a luxury for those who want it.
If we can produce a better quality, then the e-mail will take care of itself. We must do a
better quality from the next Propshaft.
Anna (a question).
Why can’t Gordon e-mail as a word document?
PH/GC. Because he uses a different programme for the cover page.
JB.
Ok so the next Propshaft has to be a laser copy. Do we have to buy a printer?
Answer: NO! We can’t afford one yet.
ST.
Can Gordon produce the Propshaft in the format shown here?
Answer: No, not at present.
PH.
GH.
GH.
GB.
GC.

GB.

I can supply him the programmes to do it if he wants to do it.
I don’t think he wants to try as he has everything in the van to hand over to the next editor.
Has Gordon seen the quality we want?
Yes I went through to the field days and went through it with him.
We have to talk to Gordon tomorrow and give him the option of what we want.
I also think we should write a letter of thanks to Gordon for the efforts he has done whilst
the editor of Propshaft. We should also print that in Propshaft for all to read.
We now need to bite the bullet and get on with it.

The merits of having an editorial were discussed and it was unanimously decided to do away with
one, as it has become too political.
PROJECT UPDATES:
PH.
The computer died on Thursday and has gone back to the builder to get fixed.
The sound system countdown gizmo is built so if the PA and bits can be left behind, the
man will insert it into the amp.
GB.

We will upgrade the speakers when that is done. The current ones are too big and
cumbersome to transport.
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GC.

JW.

Richard Lattaney’s web page. What do we do? I think we can run with 2 sites.
We originally asked Murray Smithson to ask RL what is needed to set up a web page.
From that evolved a web page.
I believe he did it of his own free will.

It was suggested we should have only ONE OFFICIAL WEB SITE.
GB.

Where are we going to have the web site?

PH.

http://homepages.paradise.nzmpba/

GB.

We should have one site only. We as a committee need to be able to control it. I believe
we should not have anything going onto the site unless it has been through the NZMPBA
committee otherwise it is going to cause us grief.

JW to PH.
Answer.

Are you prepared to carry on building a web site for us?
Yes.

Moved GB/TR That Peter Hall publishes a web page on the Internet then we check it out and
comment.
PH.

If the meeting had been at my place as originally planned you all could have had a look!

GH.

Look Tony, Greg and Anna, John and myself are all staying in Hastings so why don’t we
call into Peter’s place on the way home and check it out.
AGREED.
It was Moved by GC/GB that the secretary write to Richard Lattaney and explain that we want our
official web page under the control of the NZMPBA committee, and that we also feel that the site
should be looked after by a committee member. Inform him that we already have one under
construction by a committee member and that we wish for the Official NZMPBA name to be
removed from his site.
Also request that he contacts his club, and see if they wish to be linked to our site, as the
committee would like them to do so, if they so desire.
Also GH to write to the Manukau MBC and see if they also wish to be linked up.
COMPLAINTS PROCEDURES:
It was unanimously agreed that complaints and grievances have to be in writing and sent to the
Secretary, who will e-mail or fax them to the other committee members so that the problem can
be dealt with properly.
GB.

The lack of a process is the main thing that has been causing us grief and dissatisfaction
amongst some members.

There being no further business the meeting closed at 6.18pm.

You only need two tools, WD40 & duct tape. If it doesn’t move and should, use WD40.
If it moves and shouldn’t, use duct tape.
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UPDATE ON KIWI 3
By Tony Rutledge
Last year after the Nationals, Gordon Homewood and I decided that it would be worthwhile taking
moulds off my Kiwi 3 outrigger, which had created quite a lot of interest at regattas with its
aerodynamic looks and good performance with stock OS VRM engines running on straight fuel. It
is an excellent race boat with a stock 65 VRM and also reasonably quick with a 46 VRM, while an
81 VRM gives real punch with speeds around 120kph.
The moulds turned out well and I also got back the original hull undamaged which was a bonus.
The fibreglass hull was quick and easy to build with Gordon having done the hard yakka. The hull
comes complete with carbon fibre booms which are a nice sliding fit through aluminium tubes
glassed into the fuselage. The positions of the boom holes in the sponsons are clearly marked
which makes the setting up of sponson angles a straight forward operation. Aluminium tubes are
glassed into the sponsons before the sponson decks are glued on. A method of gluing the decks
on is described in Propshaft No. 1 2001, page 6.
I was able to transfer all the running gear from the original hydro to the glass one and the boat
only took 3 weeks to build and paint.
My glass boat is about 12 oz heavier than the original but there is scope for producing a much
lighter hull. The performance of the glass boat has been very good with wins in B and C hydro at
the first round of the scale hydro series at Hamilton in March.
I get a real buzz from racing my Kiwi 3. It is fast, quiet, good looking, and handles well. There
must be a lot of 65 engines out there and hopefully we will see some more outrigger hydros on
the water this year.
Data on Kiwi 3

Weight
Pipe
Prop

46 VRM
8 ¾ lb
Prather 65
290mm plug to max dia.
1655 Octura

65 VRM
9 ¾ lb
Prather 65
305mm plug to max dia.
1957 Octura

81 VRM
9 ¾ lb
Mac 81
270 mm plug to max dia.
1662 Octura (1967 for speed)

Pipe Silencing
The diagram below shows the silencing system used for Kiwi 3 (and ‘Lady Bug’).
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Footnote to Update on Kiwi 3
Since this article, the original hydro was put through the speed course at Blenheim at the Radio
Marlborough Challenge with the following results:
•
•

Normal coursing prop & coursing turn fin (cut down 1662 with 4 ½ “ pitch) – 116kph
Speed prop with a small turn fin (cut down 1967 with 5” pitch) – 125.4kph

The 125.4kph was an official new record after a back-up run and a noise check. (It was right on
the noise limit).
•
•
•
•
•

Engine Stock OS 81 VRM
Pipe
Mac 81 (270mm from plug to max dia.)
Fuel
4 parts Mobil methanol to 1 part Mobil R
Plug
McCoy #9
Prop
Cut down Octura 1967 (5” pitch over the whole blade)

The potential was there to go faster with a leaner needle setting and/or more pitch but the boat
was saved for the heat racing of the Radio Marlborough Challenge which was on the same day.

CLUB NEWS
NEWS FROM THE WELLINGTON CLUB
Supplied by Tony Rutledge
Several years ago there used to be a regular column entitled “News from around the Clubs”. This
was quite informative and let members know what was going on elsewhere.
To get the ball rolling again I have written some notes for the WMPBC. Hopefully other clubs will
contribute and turn this into a worthwhile column.
•

John Belworthy has been the busiest one in the workshop of late with a new out-driven cut
down Ross McKenzie deep-vee under construction to be powered by a modified OS40
pylon motor. He has also got back his cut down Hunter A mono which he prefers to the
Storm hull. The Nelson 46 powered rigger is now performing quite well after some mods
to the tuned pipe. The A tunnel is very quick but needs some more work on the handling.
A new B class Hunter is also under construction and a longer-term project is a 2-wing
Sport 45 hydro for which the sponsons have already been built.
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•

•

•
•

•
•

•

Wayne McNaught has a new Zenoah powered Kiwi 3 style outrigger well underway. This
should be an excellent boat for open oval. His new standard electric mono goes very well
and the old ‘Fast Post’ Sport 45 hydro is an excellent race boat with a 46 VRM. His OS 46
SF powered Challenger deep-vee performed very consistently at the second round of the
Quad Series to take out first place for the day. The A rigger is a very quick little boat with
the geared OS 21 RXM pulling a 1655.
Mark Graham has been running a recently completed Zenoah powered deep-vee – the
same hull as Wayne’s ‘Inter-Islander’ but with cut down sides. An interesting feature of
this setup is the reverse stinger in the tuned pipe which makes the pipe much shorter in
overall length and easier to fit in the boat. It is also quiet and performs nicely.
Peter Collier has been running his nearly 20-year old green outrigger with an OPS 65.
While it still performs quite well, the hull is getting a bit heavy now and may soon be
replaced with a glass Kiwi 3.
Ron McAdam took his model of the ‘Redhead’ to the pond at Southward’s Museum back
in January and gave it a demo run for Len & Vera Southward and the museum manager.
We couldn’t get it up to full speed because of the small size of the pond but it looked like
the real thing cruising around.
Trevor McClellan has been doing some more testing on his 54” 25cc petrol powered round
nose hydro. The boat shows some promise but still needs some work on props and
balance.
Richard Magee has rebuilt and repainted the very quick 40 FSR powered Pacer deep-vee
and is looking at working the 61 FSR in his tunnel. This boat has the outboard leg of a
K&B 7.5 tunnel used as a steering strut for the inboard mounted 61 and looks very scale
with a dummy outboard cowl mounted on the outboard leg.
Tony Rutledge has completed and raced the glass Kiwi 3 outrigger moulded by GRH
Hobbies. This hydro won B & C hydro at the first round of the scale hydro series at
Hamilton in March. There has been some progress on the new ‘Lady Bug’ scale hydro
with sponsons, wings, fuselage, and carbon fibre booms all glued together. This boat will
be 3-4 lbs lighter than the original with an estimated all up weight of 11 lb.

THE FINE WARM SUNNY MANAWATU
Supplied by Grant Binns
News, what news? Things are quiet in this region with the few participants we have finding it
difficult to make time to do a bit of boating. The big Who-a (Michael Binns) has been working up
to seven day a week, and while he is enjoying the extra income, it doesn’t assist the boating. Tug
Boat Willie (Craig Oram) is in a similar situation but he has been trying to do a little bit of fishing in
what little spare time he has available. He does have a few projects in the shed which are making
a bit of slow progress, a 46 F1 tunnel and a shovel nose hydro are two that I know of. Graeme
Merry has been active with both the scale and speed sides of the club but he is in the process of
moving down from Gisborne and building a house. Pig Pen (Don Ward) has been keeping a low
profile with just a few outings. At one stage he was building a new rigger but I am not sure if, or
how far, that has progressed.
Doris (Me) has got more projects under underway than Fletcher Construction but I am not likely to
finish any of them soon. Modifications to my scale hydro, stock electric, B mono and B hydro,
deck repairs to my B deep vee and an engine re-build for my C1 mono. You can then add to this
the construction of a new Kiwi 3 rigger, 12-cell stock electric and a stock electric and B mono for
Michael and, of course, a box for the trailer so I can get them to an event should Mum decide to
tag along. In my spare time of course, there is always mother’s list to work on and of course, golf.
We will be having a bit of a working bee down at the lake in early September as we start to get
ready for the Nationals and hopefully hold a club day at the same time.
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NEWS FROM HAMILTON
Supplied by Bungle (Jeff Weake)
Members of the NZMPBA, the latest goss from our club by Bungle. The Hamilton Model Power
Boat Club has been fairly busy lately with the introduction of the northern regional quad series to
the upper regions of the North Island. Some great consistent runs are really starting to show from
members participating at the last couple rounds.
Also after a long time wait, the club has finally got the ball rolling with the new surveyed course at
lake Hakanoa in Huntly, which has just been surveyed on the 29th of July and within a couple of
weeks the concrete poles will be put into the ground. The great thing about the lake at Hakanoa
is that it offers over 350 metres of run up at each end of the 100 metre drag strip and also 100's of
metres of width to play with, which should be heaps for you Tony with that new ray of light that
has just broken the C Hydro record.
Great things have been happening in the club with a lot of old members who have now become
active and have a couple of boats which they run. Graeme dePina's P1 deep vee is really starting
to go very fast and will most certainly be in contention for a speed record once our course is
finished, but he will have to watch that he sticks to just petrol and oil, otherwise he will be running
by himself in open class which allows additives such as methanol, nitromethane, nitrousoxide,
acetone and other such substances which increase Zenoah engine performance. This could be
an area which the committee would like some feedback from you, the members of the
association. They can be sent to the secretary Nitro (his address in this mag under committee
members).
This month on Saturday 25th August our club is hosting the Hamilton 100 Minute Offshore at
Hamilton Lake. This event will be a cracker and Greg Clarkson should be sending out the entries
very soon along with the entries for the next round of the scale hydro series, which is also to be
held at Hamilton Lake on Saturday 22nd and Sunday 23rd of September, which has both scale
hydros and all sizes of rigger hydros, and also several heats of deep vee offshore racing which is
absolutely awesome fun. If you are needing any accommodation or would like to know anything
else feel free to contact me, Jeff Weake on 025 2286453 or at home 07 8246121, and email me
at bungle@siliconblue.com .
Apart from all that, on behalf of the Hamilton Model Power Boat Club I would like to wish you all
the very best with your racing and see you all at the North Island Champ Nationals in Palmerston
North.

SPEED WEEKEND AT BLENHEIM
By Nitro Ned
Another successful weekend of speed has passed at the Wairau Diversion. As has been
mentioned in the past every time the Marlborough Model powerboat club has hosted a speed
meet, a record has been broken. It happened again at the 28/29 July meet but it was hard work
for the organiser and the boaters alike.
The forecast on the Thursday was looking okay, but not perfect and on the Saturday we were
beginning to think we had got it wrong. The boats were playing up and the wind was causing
grief on a few occasions. At 1.30pm we decided to can the day, as Murray Smithson had to go to
Nelson for the afternoon. The rest of us went through to Picton to check out the deep vee venue.
My C2 mono needed serious modifications to go fast so a team effort got the mods done ready
for the next day. Tony Rutledge had to post letters on Saturday so was not arriving until Saturday
night.
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SUNDAY
The forecast was looking promising so collected Tony from his sisters on the way to the diversion.
Got there and set up, then a little tuning was on the menu. About 10.00am the water went flat so
Tony went for a run with his C2 hydro. Unfortunately there was a miss time on the top end but his
run immediately after was good. It worked out to be 131.387 km/h. He went too far up the river
on the 3rd run and fail-safed so Bill had a long ride in the rescue boat.
The water went off and Tony was running 116-124 km/h in his attempt to back up the record. He
needed 128.102 km/h. As the water suited Brendon Kirks C2 cat he went for a blast and the first
pass was one of these phantom times that seem to crop up now and then. At 99.58 on the times
but to see the run it was not going that fast. Subsequent runs proved that it was bogus as he did
81.54, 81.44, and 84.55, which was more like what he was doing.
Murray ran his B outboard tunnel for a few passes in the mid 60’s while Tony swapped the radio
gear from his hydro into his brand new Lady Bug scale hydro. (unpainted of course). Tony did 3
runs, the best being 94.987 km/h on less than perfect water. Murray then went again while Tony
swapped the radio gear back into the hydro.
We were all willing the weather to come right as we realised the mis-timed first run of the day was
1/100 of a second outside of the allowable 2/10 of a second tolerance and it would have been a
cruel blow to miss a record by that much. Tony raised his strut then tried on less than perfect
water and did a wicked cartwheel when he came unstuck. Fortunately only a small crack in the
cowl and a bent water pickup was the damage. Finally at 2.15pm he ran the backup required
posting 129.264. Phew! The relief was seen on everyone’s face. Tony decided for one final run
with a Peter Collier dial-a-prop on the back and ran 131.267 and 130.199 respectively. Time to
pack up and head home, and would you know it, the water was like glass as we drove over the
Diversion Bridge on the way home. Typical!

LISTBOT UPDATE
In a previous issue of Propshaft Peter Collier initiated an email discussion group for those that
wished to participate. The online hosts of this facility decided to change it into a pay site – we
have moved.
The new residence for the discussion group is at Yahoo Groups. If you wish to join the group the
easiest method is to email Peter directly and he can add your name to the list. His email address
is ppspeter@pop.ihug.co.nz
Recent topics of discussion have included.
Balance points for Tunnel Hulls
Locating engine Parts
Speed Records News

DEADLINE FOR MATERIAL FOR THE NEXT ISSUE OF
PROPSHAFT
3rd November 2001
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NZMPBA 2001 Calendar of Events
Jan 2001

Empty

Feb

24
25

AGM
Round 1 Quad

Palmerston North
Palmerston North

March

10
24/25

Wellington Offshore
Scale Hydro Regatta
Silver Cup

Wellington
Hamilton

April

22

Northern Regional Quad
Series Round 1

Hamilton

May

06
13
26/27

Round 2 Quad
Mothers Day
Scale Hydro Regatta
Governors Cup

TBA
(All Stay Home)
Palmerston North

June

2-4
10

Queens Birthday
Northern Regional Quad
Series Round 2
Round 3 Quad

Blenheim
Auckland

17

TBA

July

7/8
22

Mid Winter Endurance
Northern Regional Quad
Series Round 3

Napier
Hamilton

August

5
12

Round 4 Quad
Northern Regional Quad
Series Round 4
100 Minute Offshore

TBA
Auckland

25

Hamilton

September

1
2
22/23

Picton Offshore
Fathers Day
Scale Hydro Regatta
World Cup

Picton
Boating Compulsory
Hamilton

October

20-22

North Island Champs

Palmerston North

November

24/25

Scale Hydro Regatta
Diamond Cup

Palmerston North

December

01

Taupo Offshore

Taupo

Note: This event has been re-scheduled due to V8 Touring Cars racing at Pukekohe on Nov 10
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